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Hardin County
begins planning
for upcoming
career center

TAYLOR HARRISON

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Now that the Board of Regents has approved the land transfer of 20 acres in Elizabethtown to Hardin County Schools to
build a career center, the process to get the
project off the ground is moving quickly.
President Gary Ransdell said they’re starting immediately. Hardin County Schools
will soon be hiring an architect and on Feb.
7, a facilities team from WKU, along with
representatives from Information Technology, will be meeting with Hardin County
Schools to help plan the technology and
construction of the building.
On Feb. 1, an academic team went to Hardin County to begin talking about the curriculum.
John Wright, community relations specialist for Hardin County Schools, said they
wanted to build the center because without it, their students were falling behind.
“We were behind, so we had to get the
ball rolling,” he said. “Because our students
were missing out.”
He said, tentatively, they hope to be
breaking ground on the center in May 2013
and opening in August 2014.
Wright said this career center will consist
of a four-way partnership between WKU,
Hardin County Schools, Elizabethtown
Community and Technical College and the
Central Kentucky Community Foundation.
ECTC will provide dual-credit opportunities on their campus. Wright said the foundation, which originally gifted this land to
WKU for similar purposes in 2007, is still an
SEE CAREER PAGE 2

Future headlines crowded concert
TAYLOR HARRISON &
QUICHE MATCHEN

vertising the show for
more than a month.
Startin5ive,
known
for bringing celebrities
such as Pleasure P, Ray
J, Soulja Boy and more,
was assisted by another
company, I65 Nation, to
make the show happen.
Before
the
doors
opened, students were
lined up, anticipating

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Bowling Green got a
little louder when rapper
Future came to town last
weekend.
Student
promotion group Startin5ive
brought the rapper to
town and had been ad-

the “Turn On the Lights”
singer’s concert.
The show started off
with DJ Crisis from radio
station The Beat Jamz
101.1, who played music
as the audience arrived.
Bowling Green alumnus Chase Carpenter
said The Beat Jamz kept
the crowd enthused.
SEE FUTURE PAGE 3

Future performing at WKU on Saturday. JABIN BOTSFORD/HERALD

Local church shares special experience with community
ANNA ANDERSON
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

Caroline Cook, 16, of Bowling Green dances with Logan Reece,
18, during Jesus Prom at Hillview Heights Church on Friday night.

At first glance, Hillvue
Heights Church looked
like the scene of a typical
high school dance on Friday night. Limousines were
parked out front, balloons
and banners decorated the
entrances, and there was a
buzz of excitement in the air.
But, “Jesus Prom” was
much more than a dance.
It was a way for members
of the church, alongside
people in the community
to serve others — particu-

larly individuals with special
needs.
“We were looking for ways
we could do more in the
community,” said Chase
Goff, a pastor at Hillvue
Heights and a special needs
teacher at Warren Central
High School. Goff was in
charge of overseeing the
event.
Goff said he had a friend
in Lexington who told him
about an event that a church
there held to offer people
with special needs their very
own prom, and he was inspired to bring an event like

this to southern Kentucky.
From this idea three years
ago, “Jesus Prom” began.
Goff said since the first
year, the event has mostly
been the same. People from
the community with special
needs are invited to Hillvue
Heights for a night of dancing and celebration.
On Friday, volunteers set
up booths for make-up,
hair styling, face painting,
food and typical prom photos. Some volunteers even
signed up to be escorts for
the evening, hanging out
SEE COMMUNITY PAGE 2

DOROTHY EDWARDS/HERALD
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COMMUNITY

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

and dancing with their mentally or physically challenged
guest.
A DJ played up-beat, top-40
hits and dance songs like, “The
Cupid Shuffle” and “The Cha
Cha Slide.”
One of the volunteers taking
his partner for a spin on the
dance floor was 22-year-old
WKU student Nolan Crooks
from Nashville. Crooks said
this was the first year he volunteered at “Jesus Prom.”
“I thought it’d be a good opportunity to meet people and
hang out,” he said.
His date, 32-year-old Laura
Merritt from Franklin, Tenn.,
said this was also her first year
attending the event.
“I like dances,” she said.
Merritt also said she was having fun and wants to go back
next year.
Goff said “Jesus Prom” has
grown since the first year in
2011. This year, Goff estimates
that about 200 people attended and anywhere from 300 to
400 people volunteered.
“It seems like a lot more volunteers than last year,” said
16-year-old Barren County
High School student Cassie
Harbison.
Harbison said this was her
second year volunteering at
“Jesus Prom.”
He said that most volunteers

Attendees dance in a circle during Jesus Prom at Hillview Heights Church on Friday night. During Jesus Prom, people with special needs are paired with
caregivers for the evening and given the opportunity to experience prom. DOROTHY EDWARDS/HERALD

come from Hillvue Heights’
membership base, but people
from the Best Buddies program, the Kelly Autism Program, WKU Baptist Campus
Ministry and Warren County
Public Schools also lend a

hand.
This year, volunteers handed
out plastic jewelry, tee-shirts
and Chick-fil-A catered. All of
the money for the event came
from the tithes and offerings of
Hillvue Heights Church.

Goff said the theme for
this year’s “Jesus Prom” was
“Shine.”
“We want to lift up the name
of Jesus and shine light on
that,” he said.
Despite all of the careful or-

chestrating that goes into putting on an event like this, Goff
said next year’s theme of “Starry Nights” has already been
decided.

CRIME REPORTS

CAREER

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
Arrests

Al Rider, the president of the foundation, said their role will be
securing private resources for the center.
“I think the career center and the partnerships that we have are
the way of the future,” Rider said. “I think that education will become more and more collaborative.”
There are six main education pathways the center will focus on,
Wright said.
These include health science, engineering, manufacturing, automotive technology, media arts and communication, and culinary arts and hospitality services, according to a press release.
Wright said high school juniors and seniors who choose to will
be able to spend half of their day at their respective high schools
and half at the new career center.
After the high school students use the building during the day,
WKU professors can teach classes there in the evening.
“They’re going to build the building; we’ll share it with them,”
Ransdell said.
Wright said he thinks the center will impact economic development because when students get out of high school, they will
hopefully stay in Elizabethtown to work.
He said he’s also excited that the career center will help make
high school students more college and career ready.
“Because without this center, they are lagging behind,” Wright
said. “With this center, they’ll be the state’s leaders because they
will be exploring so many opportunities in dual-credit and in
these pathways.”

• Police arrested sophomore Matthew Stoltz, Madisonville, for alcohol intoxication in a public place on
Feb. 3.
• Police arrested freshman
Lucas Wooldridge, Lewisburg, for reckless driving,
one headlight, DUI, failure
of owner to maintain insurance, assaulting a police
officer, resisting arrest, flee
or evading a police vehicle,

leaving the scene of an accident and disregarding a
stop sign on Feb. 3.
• Police arrested junior
Austin Davis, Louisville, for
driving with only one headlight, reckless driving and
DUI on Feb. 2.
• Police arrested junior
Lloyd Bartley, McCormack
Hall, for disregarding a traffic light, DUI, fleeing or
evading a police vehicle,
operating on a suspended
operating license, no or

expired license plate, possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia on Feb. 2.
Reports

• Police served a warrant
to freshman Tre’ L. Fisher,
Barnes Campbell Hall, out
of Jefferson County on Feb.
1 for failure to appear on a
theft charge.

WKUHERALD.com

Honors College to host intellectual discussion 'salons'
The Honors College is hosting a salon, an intellectual
gathering of people discussing
thought and theory over pressing issues and philosophical
topics, for any interested students to attend.
Wolfgang Brauner, the academic advisor for the Honors
College, and his wife, Elizabeth
Gish, a professor in the Honors
College, will be hosting the first
Honors Salon at their house on
Feb. 7.
It is an open group, not restricted to just honors students. Some faculty will be
attending as well. The topic of
discussion will attempt to answer the question: how does
the Internet change the way

people think, work and live?
out to be more narrow, or 18th century salons in France,”
“It’s pragmatic because I’m strong interest topic that’s Brauner said. “This comes
teaching this [topic as a] col- more broad.”
from the idea to bring together
loquium,” Brauner said. “GetDuring the early years in the people that aren’t normally toting the topic idea was in part Enlightenment Age of France, gether. Faculty and students
from preparing for
normally don’t come
that course that I had
together, and as a
most students hear teacher, I think it’s
taught before, then I
had the idea for the
important to take stuhonors salon and
salon and they [the
dents out of the instiHonors College] said
tutional context.”
think hair salon...
that it might be a
The results of this
first good topic, it’s a
salon
will
show
popular topic and it
whether more can be
makes for a good enheld or not. Brauner,
try point.”
Honors College academic advisor having hosted similar
Gish agrees this is a
salons at his previous
valid first topic. She
job in Boston, is hopsaid this first meeting could salons were hosted to discuss ing this will have potential to
help generate topic ideas for opinions and new ideas, com- become a monthly event.
future events.
ing from minds like René DesCraig Cobane, executive di“The people involved could cartes and Voltaire.
rector of the Honors College,
play a role in the next topic,”
“Most students hear honors will be attending this inauguGish said. “We could have a salon and think hair salon; ral salon. He said it won’t be
collaborative topic that turns they don’t know it goes back to like a lecture.

“

“

KAELY HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

— Wolfgang Brauner

“Students will be sitting on
couches and chairs, and it’s
meant to be very casual,” Cobane said. “You’re coming to
someone’s home, not a classroom.”
Cobane is also hopeful that
this type of event will continue. According to him, the Honors College has been a place
for experimental ideas, such
as this, to catch on universitywide. This might be the next
idea to catch on.
“In honors, we work hard to
create collegial associations.
Our goal for the college is for
students to interact with staff
and faculty,” Cobane said.
“That’s the way the most prestigious liberal arts colleges
work, that’s what we try to do.
The salon is a natural extension of this.”

NOW OPEN!
MVP upgrade for ﬁrst time clients!
Bowling Green
2435 Nashville Rd
Suite 108
SportClips.com

Nashville Rd & Campbell Ln
(270) 904-4385
Across Nashville Rd. from Kroger
Next to Dunkin’ Donuts
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FUTURE

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
“The energy was amazing,”
Carpenter said.

He said Future gave people
a “bang for their buck,” and
they would bring him back to
Bowling Green if they get the
chance.
“It was a lot of great feedback
from the WKU community,

which we really appreciate;
without them, there is no us,”
he said.
Opening acts, such as YMF la
Familia of Louisville and local
Bowling Green rappers, came
out before Future to hype up

Fans cheer and dance as rapper Future performs during Startin5ive's show at the Sloan Convention Center in
Bowing Green on Saturday. JABIN BOTSFORD/HERALD

the crowd.
Once they announced Future was coming out, the
crowd went wild, pulling out
their cameras and phones,
ready to capture the “Magic”
singer’s performance.
Future came out to rapper
YC’s “Racks,” a 2011 hit single
he was featured on, and everyone began dancing and singing along with him.
Other songs he performed
were “Tony Montana” and
“Never End.”
Future interacted with fans,
pointing to them, touching
their hands and asking them
questions that led into the next
songs.
Nashville freshman Asia Larkin, part of Startin5ive, said
she particularly liked Future’s
crowd interaction.
“He gave a lot of energy to the
crowd,” she said. “It was like
he put his heart out and gave
Bowling Green a performance
that they would never forget. I
feel like the people who came
out and got to experience the
concert had a great time.”
She thinks the group’s hard
work in getting Future to come
to Bowling Green really paid
off.
“For him to come to Bowling

PAGE
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Green, it was a great success,
not only for Bowling Green,
but for Startin5ive and I65 Nation,” she said.
Future ended the concert by
thanking everyone for coming
out and with a final song, “You
Deserve It,” from his album,
“Pluto.”
Nashville student Patrick
Morgan, of Startin5ive, said
there was a really good turn
out.
Carpenter said there were
about 1,200 people in the audience.
Morgan said people came
from Nashville, Louisville, Lexington, Atlanta and Indiana.
“I’m pleased with the outcome. Hopefully, bigger and
better will be coming soon,”
Morgan said.
Tallahassee, Fla. freshman
Ervin Montgomery was a Future fan before he worked
with Startin5ive on this concert, and his favorite song of
the night was “Turn On The
Lights.”
Columbus, Ga. junior LaJarvis Evans, also with Startin5ive,
said Future was excellent.
“I thought the overall concert
was great,” Evans said. “He delivered to the crowd.”

Glasgow to celebrate silver anniversary with reception
TAYLOR HARRISON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU’s Glasgow campus has
reached its 25th anniversary,
which marks a big milestone
for WKU’s first postsecondary
regional campus.
To commemorate the occasion, Glasgow will be hosting
a celebration on Feb. 7 from 10
a.m. to noon.
The event will begin with a
reception and refreshments,
followed by a program.

The reception will feature appearances by WKU-Glasgow
Director Sally Ray and President Gary Ransdell.
Big Red will also make an
appearance, and the program
will end with a tour of the
Glasgow campus.
John Roberts, Communications and Student Recruitment
coordinator, said the campus
staff is excited about the anniversary.
“It’s a good milestone for the
Glasgow campus,” he said.

Among those asked to speak
at the event is WKU-Glasgow
Alumna, Callie Christian.
Christian says she attended
the Glasgow campus because
it was close to home. Looking
back at her experience, she
finds the campus smaller and
less intimidating compared to
WKU.
“It was more of a family atmosphere,” said Christian.
“Everybody was close and everybody knew everybody.”
Like many others, Christian

is excited about Glasgow’s 25th
anniversary.
“It’s exciting to know that
Glasgow has been around
for so long and has helped so
many people,” she said.
Glasgow was first conceived
in 1988 as a way to bring educational opportunities to students who were unable to attend WKU due to family or job
obligations.
At the time, the majority of
the population consisted of
non-traditional students. After

Glasgow moved to the building
on Hilltopper Way, the population shifted. Today, the majority of Glasgow’s population is
now traditional students.
Unfortunately, some people
view Glasgow as a community
college. Office Coordinator
Judy Parker says the staff has
worked hard to show that the
campus is more than that.
“We’ve worked very hard to
let people know that Glasgow
is a part of Western,” she said.
“We’re all a part of Western.”

Summer construction will connect buildings to new power system
TAYLOR HARRISON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Over the summer, Planning, Design
and Construction will be working to
connect three buildings at the top of
the Hill to a new electrical system.
The project, scheduled to begin on
May 16, will connect Cherry Hall, the
Garrett Conference Center and Potter
Hall to the new system.
Bryan Russell, PDC’s director, said the
new power system will be more efficient and dependable than the current
system.
“The risk of us losing power to three
critical buildings on the top of the Hill
will be minimized when we change it
over to the new high-voltage system,”
he said.
Russell said much of WKU is powered
by an outdated electrical system.

Ben Johnson, director of the project and assistant director of PDC, said
WKU has been working on switching
since 1997.
Johnson said most of the north half of
campus has already been converted to
the 12,470 volt system.
These buildings, he said, have suffered fewer outages than other buildings that are still connected to the old
system.
This project is the latest stage in a
larger project to revamp the school’s
electrical system.
The project is scheduled to be completed before the fall 2013 semester,
Russell said.
For the project, Russell said PDC will
have to dig in order to access the underground electrical systems.
“We’ll be utilizing excavation equipment as necessary to dig these new

trenches,” he said.
Despite the use of excavation equipment, Russell said disruptions to the
university will be minimal. The renovations will be done during the summer
term.
He described the project as a collaborative effort and said PDC is working
with the Academic Council to coordinate schedules and minimize disruptions.
Russell also said his department has
a distribution list to inform the police
and the fire department of any road
closings that may be implemented.
John Osborne, vice president for
Campus Services and Facilities, said
this summer’s project is stage six of a
task that will require at least eight more
phases to complete.
“We have been trying to do this in
pieces and parts over the last several

years,” Osborne said. “It is a monumental expense and undertaking."
Johnson said the main reason it has
taken so long for the school to update
its electrical system is the state’s refusal
to fund the renovations.
“The economy has, unfortunately,
impacted state government to the
point where we’re just having to take
care of these matters ourselves to the
extent that we can,” Osborne said.
Efforts to switch the school over to the
newer 12,470 volt system have been
made for 16 years, but there are still
more than 20 buildings on campus that
are connected to the old system.
“It’s going to take years to be able to
complete the project,” Johnson said.
“I would speculate we’ve probably got
another eight phases to do if we do it in
these kind of increments.”
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Opinion
STAFF EDITORIAL

PAYING IT FORWARD AND GETTING IT BACK
WKU is making a good move with 20-acre gift

THE ISSUE: WKU recently gave
20 acres of land to Hardin
County Schools, which may
seem like a step backward after all the construction and redoing the campus is currently
undergoing.

OUR STANCE: While high
school students will benefit
from the academic building
that will sit on this land, those
kids will likely be future WKU
students, and that bodes well
for the university.

I

n 2007, the North Central
Education Foundation
— now the Central Kentucky
Community Foundation —
gave 20 acres of land to WKU.
NCEF gave the gift, located
near Elizabethtown Community and Technical College,
with the intent that the land
would be used for a higher education or similar facility.
In other words, we didn’t pay
a penny for that land. Not only
did we not pay for it, the administration said we had no

plans to do anything with it.
And why let a perfectly good
20 acres go to waste when Hardin County Schools just happens to be looking for a place
for their career-minded high
schoolers? Especially when
these teens are seeking education in health science, engineering, manufacturing, transportation and culinary arts and
hospitality services.
With all the effort WKU has
been putting into beefing
up the campus (DUC, Ransdell Hall, the Kentucky Street
Apartments and the future
Honors College and International Center, anyone?), isn’t
the university being a little
contradictory? Not necessarily.
Although some may say WKU
will regret this gift later if it decides to expand its empire to
those 20 acres it will no longer
have, WKU is actually paying it
forward. And reaping the benefits.
While in high school, the students in Hardin County can

complete two years of dualcredit classes. Then at ECTC,
they will add two years of general education credit. Following those four years, the students can attend WKU on the
main campus or the regional
campuses in Hardin County
to polish off what remains of
a four-year degree from WKU.
To recap: WKU got free land.
WKU wasn’t using it and gave
it to someone who needed it.
WKU is not paying for construction of the academic
building because Hardin
County is picking up the tab.
WKU will get an influx of students from this program. Not
a bad gig for the Hill.
Now, we all know it’s not
nice to give a gift only to gloat
about what you got out of it
— not to belittle what Hardin
County gains from this land.
They’re helping goad countless high school students to
higher education in various
fields, which obviously has its
benefits. But that’s not to say

DARREN VOGT/HERALD

that WKU can’t be happy about
welcoming these kids — and
their tuition money — to the
Hill in a few years.

This editorial represents the
majority opinion of the Herald's 12-member editorial
board.

PEOPLE
POLL
Do you think WKU gifting land to Hardin County
Schools to create a career center was a good idea?

“Yeah, it gives them the
opportunity to learn.”
-Ahmed AlOrabi,
Saudi Arabia freshman

“Yes, that way they know
what to do with their future.”
-Taylor Lawson-Jones,
Bowling Green freshman
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in high school, I was
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-Ann Games,
Bowling Green freshman
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“I think so, they’re
creating interest for
people who might want to
come to WKU.”
-Patience Meliye,
Liberia sophomore

VOICE YOUR OPINION
Opinion 270.745.4874
opinion@wkuherald.com
The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are a few
guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed
250 words. Commentaries
should be about 500 words
and include a picture.
2. Originality counts. Please
don't submit plagiarized
work.

3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity.
The Herald does NOT print
libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be
received by 7 p.m. on Sunday
and Wednesday.

DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO NOT reflect those of Western Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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FOR RENT

For rent: 1 bedroom apartment 2 miles from WKU,
close to downtown 31-W Bypass area. Utilities paid.
Washer/Dryer
hook-up, $600/mo. Deposit required. Call 796-7949.

HELP WANTED
A SUMMER JOB AT KENTUCKY 4-H CAMPS:
Positions are available as Camp Manager; HCP (Health Care Provider/EMT); lifeguards; and instructors for swimming, canoeing, nature,
recreation, rifle, archery and high/low ropes. Internships are available. Deadline for application is March 4th. For more information,
visit our website at http://www2.ca.uky.edu/4-h/camp/employment
and apply online at UK Jobs at www. uky.edu/hr/working

Choir Musician Needed
Seventh Street Baptist Church is seeking a keyboard
musician for our choirs. Excellent pay! If interested,
submit resume to:
Seventh Street Baptist Church
P.O. Box 797
Bowling Green, KY 42102 or call (270) 781-3355
for information.
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use
caution when answering ads, especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

@riovanya: "Sometimes things
fall apart so that better things can fall
together." Adversity is a tough teacher but I have faith #WKUBasketball
#GoTops -sent 1/27
@mck_lew: I have so much pride
in my school. I love being a hilltopper
more than I can express #wku #wku16
#gotops -sent 1/28
@itanner1: Just got home from my
visit had a great time can't wait to ball
up there! #GoTops #HillTopperNation
-sent 1/27
@Ty_Higs19: The spirit makes the
master #Tops -sent 1/31

Across
1 Paper used for envelopes
7 Teensy kitchen invader
10 Thick-bodied river fish
14 Lessened
15 Critical hosp. area
16 Take down with a
wrecking ball
17 Trade for cash
18 Musical based on
ABBA songs
20 Golfer Snead's
nickname
22 "I don't care which"
23 Naval petty officer
27 Lasting mark
30 __ and gown
33 John, Paul,
George or Ringo
34 Go without food
36 "True __": Wayne film
39 CFO's degree
40 One on a board
43 Swiss peak
44 Gas in a sign
45 Knocks for a loop
46 Scallion relative
48 Space-saving abbr.
50 Team statistic
51 Finale
54 Selling fast
56 Whale or dolphin
63 Campbell's soup
slogan, and a hint to
the puzzle theme found in
18-, 20-, 40- and 56-Across
66 "Seinfeld" woman
67 Albany's canal
68 Actress Hagen
69 Sticky-toed lizards
70 Tadpole's breathing organ
71 LPGA star Se Ri __
72 Be agreeable

wkuherald.com

NOW HIRING

Down
1 Red planet
2 Ill-fated Biblical brother
3 Diddly, to Dalí
4 To-do list entry
5 Oscar winner for
"Cat Ballou"
6 Part of FDA: Abbr.
7 Gets in one's sights,
with "at"
8 Campus sports org.
9 Tot's belly
10 Tot's drawing tool
11 Clumsy actor

@emilygott10 Submitted my last
application ever for H4. I absolutely
cannot wait for August and #H42013!
#bittersweet @WKUHonors – Feb. 2

College Heights Herald
College Heights Herald Sports
@wkuherald
@wkuheraldsports
@wkuheraldnews
College Heights Herald

Ideal candidate should be dependable, presentable, have an upbeat
personality and sales experience. Hourly plus commission.
Store hours are Monday through Friday 9am-6pm,
Saturday 9am-5pm, Closed Sundays. If interested, please drop
off your resume at The Jewelry Barn located at 2910 Suite B
Scottsville Road , beside Logan's.

12 Special forces weapon
13 Arthur who
played Maude
19 Marseille Mrs.
21 The Big Apple, initially
24 Latin ballroom dances
25 Orange-yellow
gemstones
26 Gets warmer, in a game
27 Taken in a break-in
28 Slept next to the trail, say
29 Upper limb
31 Sales rep
32 Opposite of post-

Friday's Crossword Solution

GO
TOPS!

@WKUSports Fans, #WKU head
football coach Bobby Petrino is now
officially on Twitter (@CoachPetrinoWKU)! Give him a follow! – Feb. 4

@TweepiesChamp87
Met some of the new WKU football
players at church yesterday. Never felt
so short in my life. – Jan. 28

iPhone App

5

The Jewelry Barn is hiring full time and part-time sales associates!

@BettyJane26: It's only week 2
and I feel like I've used most of my
print allotment #WKUprobz #printinfordays -sent 1/28

@ShaneWKURivals #WKU grads
have gone on to win an Olympic Gold
medal and a Super Bowl ring in the
last year. #HilltopperNation – Feb. 4

Android App
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Be sure to watch
WKU vs. North
Texas this
Thursday at
7PM!
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New minor shows students how a hobby can bloom
into a fun career in floristry and floral design
KAELY HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU students who enjoy
creating floral arrangements
can put their skills to good use
now that there is a floristry minor at WKU.
There is currently only a minor available, but students will
now be able to learn the art
and business behind floristry,
in addition to their existing
major.
The process of approving
this minor took around four
months, as the proposal had to
pass through the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee,
the University Senate and other offices before reaching the
Board of Regents for approval.
Roger Dennis, instructor of
Horticulture, was encouraged
by students to propose this
minor. He came up with the
proposal and was present at all
approval meetings.
“The proposal had to meet
university
requirements,”

Dennis said.
According to the proposal,
this 21-hour minor is meant to
“enhance majors such as business, horticulture, hospitality
management, hotel restaurant
management and interior design.”
Students in this minor will
learn skills necessary for the
retail floral business, with an
emphasis in certain areas,
such as marketing and risk
management.
Deana Cowles, a non-traditional student from Bowling
Green, will be including this
minor in hopes that it will help
with her dream of opening a
wedding planning business.
“The classes are really enjoyable,” Cowles said. “There
aren’t many universities with
this minor, which helps to diversify yourself from others.”
Cowles, having started taking floristry classes before this
was approved, only has three
classes left to complete her
minor in floristry.

“It’s self-satisfying and enjoyable work,” Cowles said.
Based on the number of students currently enrolled in floral design courses, 10 minors
are estimated for declaration
during the first year of the program. It is hoped that number
will rise by four, yearly.
Students will be working in
the campus floral shop, which
runs and operates as a fullservice shop. They will work as
a part of their class, to better
learn the business and work
on floral designs.
Classes required cover a
spectrum of floristry, including Wedding Floral Design and
Greenhouse
Maintenance.
Some courses are only offered
in alternate years or seasons to
accommodate new course offerings.
Dennis hopes this minor will
make students well-rounded
for their particular industries.
According to him, industries,
like those in interior design,
are not just about decorations.

They include floristry and floral designs as well.
“I think it’s great to have this
minor,” Dennis said. “This industry is a much older group,

and we are wanting to train
young designers properly to
have their own floral businesses.”

Student sells handmade furniture at downtown store
JACOB PARKER
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

A WKU student is selling handmade furniture at
Hands of the Hill, a furniture-making store in downtown Bowling Green.
Auburn graduate student Jonathon Randolph runs
the store and his furniture is also being featured in
the Capitol Theater until the end of February.
Randolph won a business contest put on by the
Gordon Ford Business College and the Center for Research and Design.
The contest was to provide an outline of a business
venture, with the winner receiving a free, six-month
lease to a building in the downtown community.
Randolph conceived the idea of a handmade furniture store because of experience he had gained at the
farmers market the summer before, and said in the
few months since opening, business has been going
well.
“We’ve made around $5,000 so far,” he said.
Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE) also sells Kenyan baskets through the store and the majority of

the proceeds go back to the weavers in Kenya who
made them.
Randolph said a lot of people come in, especially
those with Pinterest orders.
“We see a lot of people that come in with pictures
of things they had seen on Pinterest. If you can get
the dimensions, we can get it made,” he said.
Randolph said that currently, he is figuring out the
future of the business.
“I need to find a place for equipment and a couple
other things, but I’ve got a few different options to
keep it open,” he said.
Randolph said that the contest was really helpful.
“I couldn’t have done it without this opportunity,”
he said.
Zubair Mohamed, interim director of the Center
for Entrepreneurship and Innovation, said that it
wasn’t difficult to narrow down the winner.
Mohamed said that Randolph won because he
was basically an up-and-running business that just
needed a place.
“He put together a well-conceived, great business
plan that really stood out,” Mohamed said.

Mohamed said that the business fits in well with
the community, and that the business name is not
a misnomer.
“It represents many hands helping,” he said.
Bowling Green junior Molly Tarter is a friend of
Randolph’s and sometimes helps him out at the
store.
Tarter said the downtown community has really
embraced the business.
“We’ve had orders from the candle store, we’re being featured at the Capitol right now, the people next
door have gotten a couple things and they’ve been
really great,” she said.
Tarter said there’s a lot of different ways customers
can get their furniture.
“There’s Pinterest, but we also have people who
come in and see something they like, but they need
it smaller or bigger, and we can do those adjustments
for them. We can also mix and match the parts to a
custom build,” she said.
Hands of the Hill is located at 422 1/2 E. Main Street
in downtown Bowling Green. Store hours can be
found on their Facebook page.

Conference shows students opportunities their degrees offer

QUICHE MATCHEN

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Undeclared students or those who
don’t know exactly what jobs they can
get with their major can attend the Career Linkages Conference for help.
The conference will be hosted by Potter College of Arts and Letters and Career Services this Friday from 11 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. Students should register as
soon as possible.
Ft. Campbell senior Michelle Dille, a
Potter College Dean Council student,
said Jennifer Markin, the coordinator
of student services at Potter College,
came up with the idea.
“She got with the Dean’s Council of
Students to bounce around ideas,”
Dille said. “We thought it would be re-

ally helpful for all students who are interested in building career skills.”
Markin said the idea came when she
was working with students who had
liberal arts degrees and a ton of skills.
“They were very qualified, but they
struggled to articulate that qualification in the job market,” Markin said.
“For our majors, in particular, they
may not get that philosophy job...but
a philosophy major can apply to multiple different career paths.”
She said having the conference in the
spring will allow graduating seniors
enough time to take something away
from it.
Markin said the conference is about
understanding how students can explain what their skill set is.
The conference will give students a

fun and interactive way to get information from faculty, private sector professionals, staff and recent alumni.
“The conference is open to any student, but it’s very much geared towards
traditional liberal arts majors,” she
said.
Luke Jean, recruitment chair for the
Dean’s Council of Students, said in an
email that the conference was created
to educate students on how to use
what they’re doing in and out of the
classroom to propel themselves into
the workforce.
“My role in planning this event has
been more of a support role,” Jean said.
“I provide Jennifer Markin and others a
place to bounce ideas off of.”
Students can expect four different
sessions at the conference.

“The first two are breakout sessions
where you pick from four different topics each time,” Markin said.
She said sessions can include interviewing skills, résumé-building and
finances.
“The third session is a panel discussion; it’s open the whole conference,”
she said. “It has both faculty and staff
and private sector professionals talking about what they did with their liberal arts degrees.”
The fourth session is an opportunity
for students to talk to faculty one-onone, Markin said.
“I hope it encourages students who
are exploratory to find a major that
they enjoy in the liberal arts field and
to take their college experiences outside of the classroom,” Jean said.

WKUHERALD.com
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Robotics competition gears up at WKU

Robinson Elementary Jay Bots Preston Pollard, 12, and Dawson Messer, 11, tense up as they approach the end of a run during the 2013 Kentucky FIRST LEGO League state robotics championship
in Diddle Arena on Saturday. SETH FISCHER/HERALD
MITCHELL GROGG
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Kentucky students came to
WKU's campus Saturday to
apply mathematic and scientific skills in a robotics competition focused on helping the
elderly. The university played
host to the Kentucky FIRST
LEGO League State Robotics
Championship.
Event Manager John Inman
said the competition is like a
sporting event.
“These kids, lots of them
don’t play any sports, then
come out here with their posters, signs, chants,” he said.
The students, aged 8 to 14,
programmed and built robots
out of LEGO materials to perform tasks on a game board —
tasks intended to mirror what
senior citizens do in their daily

lives, such as exercise, quilting,
cooking and gardening.
A total of 14 tasks were available on the game board, with
varying amounts of points
available for each. The robots
had two and a half minutes to
perform as many tasks as possible. The students had three
opportunities to test out their
machines on the official game
boards.
Coach Fred Strange, of
Grant’s Lick Elementary in
Campbell County, saw this
contest as a fun educational
opportunity.
“It’s a great way to introduce
them to science and technology and get them excited about
being engineers and scientists,” he said.
The game board’s design
mirroring challenges the elderly face was a part of this

year’s theme for the event: Senior Solutions. The students
also prepared and presented
projects aimed at helping the
elderly.
This year’s theme was especially relevant to Buni, India
graduate student, and volunteer, Urmila Tokekar. She
works in WKU’s Center for Aging and is working on her master’s degree in health care administration. The Baby Boom
generation, she said, will be of
particular concern in the future.
“We need to come up with
some solutions as they’re living longer,” she said. “That’s
a good thing, but we have to
come up with some solutions
so that they….will overcome
problems.”
Working beyond the game
board was another part of this

contest. Each team chose a
“senior partner” and examined the challenges that particular senior citizen faced.
The students were encouraged to “choose one problem
that your senior partner identified and learn about it,” according to the competition’s
program.
Grant’s Lick’s project aimed
to alleviate loneliness among
seniors. The team found the
problem happened due to senior citizens’ friends and relatives aging themselves and dying.
“They discovered that their
loneliness was the key to deterioration of people’s health,”
Strange said.
The students’ project involved hand-making and delivering greeting cards to residents at a local nursing home,
in addition to the robot-building.
“We put all this stuff together,” said Grant’s Lick fourthgrader Michael Leicht. “We

all have fun together, and we
learn core values.”
Those core values from the
FIRST LEGO League include
teamwork, friendly competition, sharing of experiences
and gracious professionalism.
The team that wins the competition’s Overall Championship Award also has the opportunity to compete at the FIRST
LEGO League World Festival
in St.Louis. This year’s winner
was the home school team
“Automaticus Rex.”
Grant’s Lick’s team, “The Super Senior League,” took home
first place in the contest’s robot strategy category.
Inman said the World Festival is a good chance for the
young students to communicate with other kids — even if
they do not appear to speak
the same language.
“They see kids from all over
the world,” he said. “They’re
speaking different languages,
but they’re all speaking the
same LEGO language.”

Members of the team Robot Rampage from R.C. Hinsdale Elementary in Northern Kentucky cheer for their teammates during
the Kentucky FIRST LEGO League State Robotics Championship
in Diddle Arena on Saturday. CASSIDY JOHNSON/HERALD

Professor's book inspects media evolution

Do you ever wonder about
viral media? How and why certain concepts on the Internet
(such as memes that populate several Facebook pages)
spread quickly, while others
gain little traction, if any at all?
If so, “Spreadable Media” is a
book you may want to consider picking up.
Sam Ford, an alumnus of
WKU, co-authored the book,
“Spreadable Media: Creating
Value and Meaning in a Networked Culture” with Henry
Jenkins, a professor at the
University of Southern California and Joshua Green. Green
is with a digital strategy firm
called Undercurrent.
Ford graduated from WKU
in 2005 after obtaining four
bachelor degrees in News/
Editorial Journalism, Communication Studies, Mass Communication and English. He is

currently teaching part-time the way we observe and pro- “And ‘Gangnam Style’ suddenat WKU as a Popular Cultures cess information, as well as its ly becomes an international
Studies instructor.
thorough global reach. It also hit and sensation.”
Ford said he was motivated defines newly introduced jarFord said that in a world
to write the book after observ- gon such as ‘Memes’ and ‘Web where people can easily share
ing how people connect to me- 2.0’ as well as drawing upon content, people have a chance
dia and other people
to learn and engage
around that media
in media more than
during his time as
they have in previwe
are
living
a student at WKU.
ous times.
through a period
During his graduate
Jenkins
agreed
program at the Masof profound and
with Ford.
sachusetts Institute
“We are living
prolonged media
of Technology, he
through a period
was able to officially
change.
of profound and
research this interprolonged
meest.
— Henry Jerkins
dia change,” Jen“One of the main
kins said via email.
University of Southern
areas I started re“We’ve seen other
searching was new
California Professor
moments
equally
platforms of comtransformative…
munication
and
but such moments have ochow people were using them examples from contemporary
in new and interesting ways.” culture in order to further edu- curred only a few times in human history.”
Ford said.
cate its readers.
Although “Spreadable MeHe said “Spreadable Media”
“There was a South Korean
dia”
is an academic book, the
observes the fact that we are gentleman singing about the
message
it communicates is
living in an age where multi- neighborhood he lived in
media and the Internet change called Gangnam,” Ford said. highly relevant to college stu-

“

“

TREY CRUMBIE
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

dents.
“College students today have
easy access to more information than any generation that
has ever come before,” Ford
said. “College students need to
think through what it means
to act as a citizen and as an audience member in a digital age
like this.”
Ford said that in a world
where media flows so freely,
the impact — whether positive or negative — is heightened.
Although “Spreadable Media” educates its readers on
the subject of viral media,
Ford said it is by no means a
complete manual due to the
nature of the subject.
“We didn’t intend to write
the book on an era of Spreadable Media,” Ford said. “But
rather a book about it to get
people thinking about it and
hopefully become more aware
of what it means.”

The One
YearReview
Full-Time
WKU MBA
GMAT
Course
Dates:

Weekly, Starting on Monday
Feb. 11, 2013 (No meeting during Spring Break)

Time: 5:30 p.m.
The Gordon Ford College
of Business is AACSB
accredited – making your
degree worth more.

Place: Grise Hall
Cost: On-Campus Only $400!
Application extension to April 30, 2013 for class participants.

www.wku.edu/mba

Opportunities to earn GMAT and Book Scholarships!
Contact for more details.

WKU MBA Choose Online, One-Year On Campus, or Professional
For more information email April.Schleig@wku.edu or call 270.745.5458

1/2

OFF

virus removal!
270-781-9990
1144 US 31W Bypass
www.computerlan.us
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'Warm Bodies' lacks bloody gore,
but not charm, wit and originality

BEN CONNIFF
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

If George A. Romero found it
in his zombie-infected heart to
do a romantic comedy, I think
this would be his way of doing
it.
In “Warm Bodies,” writer/
director Jonathan Levine
(“50/50”) tries to emulate the
horror king by making his own
entry into the zombie canon.
While Romero loads up on
gore and chooses to highlight
the experiences of normal human survivors, Levine’s take is
a bit more original.
Based on Isaac Marion’s book
of the same name, “Warm
Bodies” is a comedy that follows “R” (Nicholas Hoult, “X-

Men: First Class”), a zombie
who’s looking for something
more out of life. He’s tired of
shuffling aimlessly around the
airport, grunting at his friend
Marcus (Rob Corddry, “Hot
Tub Time Machine”) for weeks
on end.
But R’s world gets turned
upside down when he saves
Julie (Teresa Palmer, “Take Me
Home Tonight”) from a pack of
his flesh-eating friends. What
follows is a chain of events that
might just bring hope to the
entire undead world.
I know it sounds cheesy, and
it is, but “Warm Bodies” is not
like any zombie flick you’ve
ever seen. There’s not an abundance of blood and guts, and

it’s told from the point of view
of a zombie.
Levine’s smart, albeit safe,
writing lends adequate life
to the living dead, giving star
Hoult plenty of witty narrations. But even though the dialogue doesn’t quite measure
up in terms of edge, “Warm
Bodies” is still the freshest
zombie-comedy since “Zombieland”.
And as much as I enjoyed the
film’s original approach, I kind
of wish “Warm Bodies” was
a little more graphic. I think
this would put a wider smile
on the faces of hardcore genre
fans while also giving “Zombieland” a run for its money.
For a zombie movie, “Warm

Bodies” is far too tame.
But that’s not really the point,
is it? “Warm Bodies” is supposed to be a love story. It’s
a romantic comedy — with
horror elements — that’s told
through the eyes of a horrorgenre antagonist.
The actors all have marvelous chemistry, and they’re perfect fits for their roles. All this
sets “Warm Bodies” apart and
makes it a joy to watch.
I think this is the first of multiple star vehicles for Hoult in
2013, the next one being Bryan
Singer’s “Jack the Giant Slayer”
in March. If his charming turn
as “R” is any indication, this
kid is surely destined for great
things.

Aussie hottie Palmer is also
a fine counterbalance as Julie
and is as entertaining as she’s
been in all her other work. (Notice the Shakespeare reference:
“R” & Julie = Romeo & Juliet?)
So aside from the occasional
schmaltz and a general lack
of satisfying zombie violence,
“Warm Bodies” is still a charmingly unique romantic-horrorcomedy that avoids being written off as the next “Twilight”
thanks to its smart script and
well-rounded characters. It’s
not quite a Romero classic or
even the next “Zombieland,”
but “Warm Bodies” is still a fun
date movie that’s sure to please
guys and girls alike.

'Mama' isn't revolutionary, but it's well-constructed
RYAN PAIT
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

First-time director Andres Muschietti has fun
mixing the old and new
in “Mama.”
The plot of “Mama” is
about as flimsy as most
horror movies nowadays.
It revolves around two
young girls, Victoria (Megan Charpentier) and
Lillian (Isabelle Nélisse),
who disappeared into
the wilderness after their
father Jeffrey (Nikolaj
Coster-Waldau of TV’s
“Game of Thrones”)
killed their mother and
literally went off the deep
end.
While in the wild, the
two were raised by a

creature of sorts, a being referred to only as
“Mama” (hence the movie’s title). They transform
into fully-fledged feral
quadrupeds.
The girls soon move in
with their uncle Lucas
(Coster-Waldau
pulls
double-duty and cuts
costs as both Jeffrey and
Lucas) and his punkish and plucky girlfriend
Annabel, played by the
ubiquitous Jessica Chastain (“The Help,” “Zero
Dark Thirty”) in full-on
Goth makeup.
As Lucas and Annabel
rehabilitate the girls, it
becomes obvious that
something more sinister than normal adoles-

cence is afoot. Someone with this, using creative
or something else moved tricks to show us what’s
in with Victoria and Lilly, going on: we see Mama
and whatever
reflected in the
it is starts to
lenses of Victowreak
some
ria’s glasses, we
classic horror
hear her play
movie havoc.
with Lilly offMu s c h i e t t i
screen, just out
utilizes all of
of sight of Anthe basic horror
nabel.
movie tropes:
A wickedly
fake outs, a
enjoyable
soft-then-loud
sense of drasoundtrack
matic
irony
RYAN PAIT
and jumps. But
hangs
over
the
Columnist
where “Mama”
entire film, besucceeds
is
cause we know
in the scenes
what’s going on
where he dares to be when most of the charoriginal.
acters don’t.
The film establishes
While it’s no “Rosethe character of Mama mary’s Baby,” it has the
as both a spiritual and similar effect of making
physical presence — us laugh at how terrible
there’s never any ques- things are for the chartion of whether or not acters: they never seem
this is all “real” — she’s to know how far deep
definitely there. While they’re in, even when
the characters may not we do. And the needed
know it, the viewers do.
scares are still delivered.
Muschietti has fun
It’s this innovative fun

and purposeful irony
that keeps “Mama”
fresh, even when some
of its plot points become
murky.
Also on Muschietti’s
side is the reliable Chastain, playing against type
here. Many actresses embarrass themselves when
they make horror movies
like “Mama,” but Chastain keeps her cool. Her
chameleonic nature and
genuine acting chops
will keep her employed
for a very long time.
“Mama” is based on
Muschietti’s earlier short
film of the same name,
but here it is expanded
into a full-length feature,
with the help of producer
Guillermo del Toro (the
darkly beautiful “Pan’s
Labyrinth”). Del Toro’s
influence is obvious
here, but Muschietti also
succeeds on the strength
of his own abilities.
Rather than letting the
pressure of large-scale

filmmaking go to his
head, Muschietti purposely keeps the film
small and sensible: most
of the movie is just Chastain’s character Annabel
interacting with the two
young girls, and tertiary
characters are thankfully
kept to a minimum.
Muschietti is also cinematically adept: this is
a good-looking movie.
Even when Muschietti
uses other movie’s old
tricks, he frames them in
his own way and keeps
them somewhat fresh.
Is this the pinnacle
of horror filmmaking?
Nope. But it is a remarkably sound and smart
debut picture that delivers on its promises. And
it even provides a few
laughs along the way.
I’m interested to see
what Muschietti does
next. He has the makings
of a very talented director.

Choreography on the hill
WKU dance students perform for The Dance Project
in Gordon Wilson Hall on
Sunday. The Dance Project
is a performance that showcases student choreography. This is the last Dance
Project performance of the
year. DOROTHY EDWARDS/
HERALD
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CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
he started seventh grade.
Fant and his family moved
into Warren East High School’s
district but transferred to Warren Central High School soon
after moving to Kentucky.
It was at WCHS that the teenage forward had the chance to
learn from a man that became
one of his mentors, coach Tim
Riley.
By the time Fant started his
freshman season in 2007-08,
Riley was already one of most
decorated coaches in Dragons’
history.
Riley took over WCHS in
1998 and began a 14-year run
that included one state title,
one second-place finish and
more than 300 wins.
But when he first started
coaching Fant, Riley realized
he could be teaching one of his
most talented students.
“I remember telling (thenWKU coach) Darrin Horn that
I felt like I had the kid that was
going to be the best player I’d
ever coached,” Riley said. “He
kind of laughed at me… I don’t
know that Darrin agreed with
me at the time but I thought
George had the chance to be
the best kid I’d coached.”
Riley was busy trying to help
Fant make his promising basketball future a reality. But he
also provided Fant a link to his
heritage by bringing McDaniels around to watch him.
Riley had seen McDaniels
play while he was growing up,
and called him one of his favorite players.
McDaniels was one of the
top high school players in the
country when he came out of
Allen County High School in
the late-1960s. He chose coach
John Oldham and WKU over a
scholarship over from coach
John Wooden and UCLA,
wanting to stay close to his
hometown of Scottsville so his
family could see him play.
The
6-foot-11-inch,
228-pound center became a
dominant big man, setting
WKU’s scoring record with
2,238 points (later matched
by Courtney Lee) and pulling
down 1,118 career rebounds in

a college career that spanned
“I’d seen (former WKU playLiving life as a Topper
from 1968-71.
ers) Courtney Lee and Jeremy
Things weren’t easy for Fant
McDaniels said he enjoyed Evans make the (NBA) and in
watching his younger cousin, the last few years I’d seen a ton at the beginning of the 2011not just during practice, but of other guys play overseas,” 12 season.
He didn’t play the team’s first
afterwards when Fant would said Riley, a WKU alumnus.
stay on the court to put in “If you’re good enough, you four games after the NCAA decan be good enough at West- termined he and Price acceptsome extra work.
“It’s so easy to get in the ern just like you can at a Big ed money over the summer
shower and be out of there in Ten school or an SEC school. from LifeSkills, Inc., for work
10 minutes,” McDaniels said. I thought it was important for they didn’t do.
But WKU, Fant and Price ap“But the ones who really want George to play and I saw that
to be players, they just do their Western had a real need for pealed the suspensions, claiming Fant and Price had been
own things and work on how him.”
McDaniels also encouraged misled as part of a larger scam.
good they could be.
Eventually the NCAA allowed
“George had a kindred spirit Fant to give WKU a hard look.
“I told him I dreamed about the two to play.
with me in that way. I recogplaying for Western Kentucky,”
It took Fant awhile to adjust
nized that right away.”
While McDaniels got to know McDaniels said. “I loved that to the faster and stronger pace
Fant, the younger cousin be- red towel and I loved watch- of the college game. Chasgan picking McDaniels’ brain ing (former coach Ed) Diddle tity Gooch, a forward on the
and Oldham and the history women’s basketball team and
about the sport they shared.
Fant asked McDaniels both of Western, and in my heart I Fant’s fiancée, said “it probably
about certain situawasn’t easy” for him
tions on the basketwhen he started to
i loved that red towel
ball court and how
play at WKU, but
to handle success
that she knew it was
and i loved watching
off of the court.
a matter of time
Diddle and oldham and just
“He tells me how
before he picked up
the history of Western, on the collegiate
‘you need to work
and in my heart i wanted game.
on this,’” Fant said,
As the season
“or ‘you need to get
to be a part of that.
wore on, he became
on this person, I
noticed something,
one of the Sun
Belt’s best frontyou need to watch
— Jim McDaniels
court players. He
for it and let them
Former WKU basketball star
put up a 20-point,
know… He’s always
10-rebound
perbeen one of those
formance against
kind of guys that
Florida Atlantic on Feb. 16.
observes.”
wanted to be a part of that…
Fant had a great deal of suc“I said ‘George, one day Fant scored 19 points on 8-ofcess at Warren Central, leading when you come on the scene, 9 shooting in a Feb. 23 win
the Dragons to KHSAA Sweet and you’re playing like the way against Arkansas State.
“He grew in confidence,” McSixteen berths after the 2009- I know you’re capable of play10 and 2010-11 seasons.
ing, there’s going to be college Daniels said. “He saw he could
As Fant became one of the scouts all over the country out do it, that he could play with
state’s best prep players, his for you.’ His eyes lit up, he was anybody at the college level.”
Fant dominated the Sun Belt
recruiting profile rose. Rivals. like ‘you think so?’ I said I know
com listed him as the 150th so… I said I hope you keep Tournament, averaging 14.8
points and 4.3 rebounds per
best senior in the country.
WKU on that list.”
Eventually WKU and Penn
In the fall of 2010, before his game during WKU’s march to
State remained on his short list senior year at Warren Central, the title. He became the first
of destinations.
Fant committed to WKU. He freshman since 2004 to take
Fant had plenty of family became part of a heralded re- home the tournament’s Most
connections to WKU. In addi- cruiting class that included Outstanding Player honors.
“I feel like when we were in
tion to his cousin McDaniels, Derrick Gordon, T.J. Price and
the tournament or just in genhis mother Kim had played others.
basketball for the Lady TopHis love for Bowling Green eral in this conference,” Fant
pers under the program’s most was one of the primary rea- said, “guys were scouting me
successful coach, Paul Sand- sons he chose to play for the and saying, ‘Man we’ve got to
erford. His father, George, was hometown Toppers, Fant said. play this guy, he’s physical.’”
Fant is working on another
also a men’s basketball man“This town means a whole
ager in the 1980s.
lot to me,” Fant said. “I don’t good year for the Toppers.
He’s averaged 11.8 points per
Riley said he encouraged even claim Cincinnati as my
Fant to consider the Toppers hometown, because this place game, which ranks third on the
as much as any team from a showed me so much love over team behind only Price and Jamal Crook. He also pulls down
bigger conference.
the years.”

“

“

FANT
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6.2 rebounds per game, second only to Brandon Harris.
Fant and the Toppers (12-11,
6-6 Sun Belt) play their next
game at 7 p.m. Thursday in
Denton, Texas against North
Texas.
He’s had an emphasis so
far this year on improving his
jump shooting, something for
which McDaniels was famous.
“The only thing is that he’s
way better than me by far, and
the thing that I’m striving to
get to is his shooting ability,”
Fant said. “As far as scoring
under the basket and working
hard down there, that’s who
I’m learning from. I watch film
on him all the time.”
Fant has also become a big
man on campus, both literally
and figuratively.
When the Toppers Café
opened for the fall semester,
Fant’s profile was one of the
blown-up pictures on the restaurant’s façade.
“When I first saw that I said
‘oh my God, his head’s going
to get a little bigger,’” Gooch
said laughing. “It’s bad enough
when we go everywhere, he’s
always stopping and talking
to people. I’ve got to keep his
head from getting too big. I
talk trash to him.”
But McDaniels went through
much of the same when he
was a star at WKU four decades
ago. His advice to Fant: engage
the other students, rather than
act like you’re above them.
“Like a politician, you’ve got
to relate to students,” McDaniels said. “That’s what fills the
arena.”
Fant is on track to do many of
the same accomplishments as
his cousin. He’ll likely join the
1,000-point club sometimes
next season. The 1,000-rebound club isn’t much farther
away.
After his playing days are
over, Fant said he wants to follow in the footsteps of Riley
and become a coach.
Whatever he does after basketball, McDaniels wants him
to cherish what he’s got going
for him right now.
“I’m so proud to have him
wear that jersey,” McDaniels
said. “He’s family, and he’s carried on the legacy extremely
well. He’s doing a great job.”

TRACK

SPORTS BRIEF: TOPPERS
WILL ADD ANOTHER TRANSFER TO NEXT YEAR'S ROSTER

Spots on the WKU
2013-14 men’s basketball roster are filling up
fast.
Coach Ray Harper announced Thursday that
the Toppers will add
guard Trency Jackson to
their roster next season,
the second transfer to
commit to joining the
team in the past two
weeks.
Jackson played for
Texas Tech this season
before being suspended due to a violation of
team rules in January.
He played in 12 games
for the Red Raiders this
season, starting in 11
of them, and averaged
6.6 points and 2.3 rebounds.
Since Jackson has already enrolled at WKU,
he will be eligible to play
for the Toppers at the

end of the fall semester
next season.
He and guard Chris
Harrison-Docks,
a
transfer from Butler, will
join the Toppers in December 2013. The Toppers have also signed
Alassane Kah, a forward
from Fishburne Military
Academy who should
have four years of eligibility, to join the team
next season.
Only two players on
WKU’s current roster
will graduate after this
season — senior point
guard Jamal Crook and
senior center Teeng
Akol.
If Jackson is ruled eligible by the NCAA, he
will be able to play for
WKU for a year and a
half.
— Lucas Aulbach

WKU track takes steps forward
at MTSU weekend invitational
JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The WKU men’s and women’s
track and field teams were at it
again Saturday at the Middle
Tennessee Invitational.
The Topper presence was felt
in Murfreesboro, Tenn., as the
squads brought home five firstplace and five second-place finishes.
Senior Sharika Smith marked
the second-longest jump in the
Sun Belt Conference this season with a winning leap of 40feet, five inches. She didn’t call
it quits after that either, with
a runner-up showing in the
55-meter hurdles.
Two newer names to the
Lady Topper squad that had
big impacts were junior Jessica
Ramsey and sophomore Satrina
Oliveira.

Ramsey earned a shot put win
with a 45-foot-8-inch clip and a
fourth place in the weight throw,
while Oliveira claimed a weight
throw victory with a 50-feet-7inch toss and a second place in
the shot put.
The Lady Toppers 4x440-yard
relay took the win, clocking a
time of 3:57.50, and beating out
Eastern Kentucky by a full two
seconds.
Freshman Lindsey Hinken,
who earned all-Sun Belt honors
in her first cross country season
this last fall, posted a secondplace finish in the 3,000-meter
run with a 10:28.38 mark.
Former Lady Topper Michelle
Finn, a 2012 Sun Belt Conference champion, competed unattached in the meet and won
the mile run in a time of 4:59.77.
Three WKU throwers — senior
Houston Croney, sophomore

Travis Gerding and sophomore
Zach Michaud — all had success tossing the weight, finishing second, third and fourth,
respectively. Gerding set a personal record in the event for the
third consecutive week, topping
his previous high by more than
a foot.
Sophomore Cyrus Johnson,
who won the high jump at last
weekend’s Rod McCravy Memorial, placed second in the
55-meter dash, and junior
sprinter Marcus Winstead ran
his way to a third-place finish in
the 400-meter dash.
“We’re continuing to improve
and learning valuable lessons in
race strategy,” said Head Coach
Erik Jenkins. “We’re doing the
kinds of things that we need to
be doing to be successful come
championship time.”
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University College
Department of Professional Studies
Real Estate Program
Certiﬁcate in Real Estate
This option builds on the ﬁrst two courses required to sit for the Kentucky Real
Estate Sales Licensure Examination. The student continues study in real estate
by taking an additional 21 credit hours and earns a Certiﬁcate in Real Estate from
WKU. These additional courses provide the student with knowledge of real estate
brokerage operations, real estate investments analysis and management.
Experience in real estate combined with this Certiﬁcate prepares the student to
qualify for licensing as a Real Estate Broker.
-RE 170C - Essentials in Real Estate
-RE 171C - Real Estate Brokerage Operations
-RE 172C - Real Estate Marketing (3 hours)
-RE 272C - Real Estate Finance (3 hours)
-RE 273C - Real Estate Law (3 hours)
-RE 274C - Real Estate Appraisals (3 hours)
-RE 275C - Property Management (3 hours)
-RE 276C - Real Estate Investment Analysis & Management (3 hours)
-RE 280C or RE 281C - Advanced Real Estate Appraisals or Land Development
Process (3 hours)

Real Estate Licensure Examination

that momentum going Thursday
against North Texas (8-16, 3-10
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
SBC).
UNT is also working through a
The Toppers struggled without slump — the Mean Green have lost
Crook, the only true point guard four games in a row and have gone
on the WKU roster. After an 8-2 3-10 in their last 13 games.
They certainly have the talent to
start, the Toppers went 3-9 in the 12
take Thursday’s game though. UNT
games without him.
Sophomore guard Kevin Kaspar sophomore forward Tony Mitchell
and junior guard Brandon Harris averages 13.8 points and 8.3 rebounds
ran the point
in Crook’s ab- He s that leader — the per game
is prosence.
guy that can rally the and
jected
to
While he was
troops when things be a first
disappointed
are not going well.
r o u n d
to miss time,
draft pick
Crook said his
—
Ray
Harper
in
this
absence may
year’s NBA
have actually
Basketball Coach
draft.
made the TopSophomore
forward
George
Fant
pers better going forward.
said
UNT’s
potential
will
keep
the
“I won’t be here next year, so
there’s going to be times when Toppers on their toes in practice
they’re going to be faced with situa- this week.
“Nobody can look North Texas
tions like that, and they’re going to
off,”
Fant said. “They’re full of talhave to find a way to dig it out,” he
ent, and you can’t look them off —
said. “I give them a lot of credit.”
The Toppers won in Crook’s they can explode at any minute.”
return and they’ll look to keep

RETURN

“
'

By taking only two courses for six credit hours,you
are prepared to sit for the Kentucky Real Estate
Sales Licensure Examination. After passing this
examination, you will be licensed to sell real estate.
The courses required are:
-RE 170C - Essentials of Real Estate
-RE 273C - Real Estate Law

to serve as director of basketball operations but moved to assistant coach
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
after the departure of assistant Curtis
Turley.
the floor and knocked down sevenIn early January, she was announced
of-13 three-point attempts that night. as one of 10 former Lady Toppers to
One of the highlights from that be announced to the All-Diddle Team.
game was sophomore forward ChasMansfield’s move to assistant coach
tity Gooch’s nation-leading 18th dou- has benefited in the development of
ble-double of the season.
Gooch, who averages 16.8 points and
She recorded 21 points and 12 re- 11.4 rebounds per game, and coach
bounds against Troy and now has Heard is excited to have her on board.
two more double“ I t ’ s
doubles than the
She has what it takes hard to be
No. 2 player, acthrown in
to be, i think, an
cording to NCAA
the fire, but
All-American and as what I talk
records.
long as she believes
WKU assistant
to her about
coach and former
is just being
in herself then she
player
Sharae
her natural
will accomplish it.
Mansfield called
self,” Heard
Gooch’s season
said. “She
— Sharae Mansfield
“amazing.”
has an unAssistant Coach
Mansfield, bebelievable
ing a former post
personality,
player herself, says she’s enjoyed be- and the kids gravitate to it.”
ing able to coach Gooch and that
The Lady Toppers are preparing to
what makes her special is her heart enter a stretch in their conference
and tenacity.
schedule in which they will have no
“I know how hard it is,” Mansfield more than three days to rest between
said. “She has what it takes to be, I any game for the remainder of the
think, an All-American and as long season.
as she believes in herself then she will
WKU will travel to face North Texas
accomplish it.”
(9-13, 8-5 SBC) on Feb. 7 — last time
Mansfield is in her first season of out against the Mean Green, sophocoaching with the Lady Toppers — more guard Alexis Govan scored 40
she originally was brought on board points.

HEARD
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CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

the expectation of strong recruiting classes to follow.
“If he’s successful and hits home runs here, then we’re then beneficiary of
that,” Ransdell said. “Upside potential outweighs downside risk — you make a
decision and you go with it.”
The Toppers have several holes in their lineup that a good recruiting class
could impact in coming years.
WKU is losing its starting quarterback, all four of its starting defensive linemen, one starting linebacker, two veteran tight ends and two starting offensive
linemen from this year’s group, which finished 7-6 and earned a berth in the
first FBS bowl in WKU history.
Quarterback is a position of concern for the Toppers moving forward. WKU is
expected to sign one passer, Todd Porter from O’Fallon High School in Illinois,
but the starter for the 2013-14 season will likely be one of the quarterbacks currently on the roster — freshman James Mauro, sophomore Brandon Doughty
or freshman DaMarcus Smith, a former four-star recruit who was ineligible this
season due to NCAA transfer rules.

Breakdown of expected 2013
signing class as of Monday

Quarterbacks: 1
Running backs: 0
Fullbacks: 0
Wide receivers: 5
Tight ends: 1
Offensive linemen: 8
Defensive linemen: 6
Linebackers: 3
Defensive backs: 6
Kickers: 0
Punters: 1
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Under pressure

Sophomore forward Chastity Gooch passes in between Troy defenders during the first half at Diddle Arena on
Wednesday. CHRISTIAN RANDOLPH/HERALD

WKUHERALD.com

0 to MBA in 13 months.

The 13-Month Full-Time MBA.
Want to get ahead in business, and in life? In just 13 months, you can get a world-class MBA from a premier business school.
The Full-Time MBA program from the University of Louisville features a proven curriculum, study abroad and paid internship
opportunities – providing you with a highly respected degree, a marketable new skill set and valuable professional experience.
There’s no faster way to get you where you want to go.

business.louisville.edu/mba
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sports
WKU expecting big signing class tomorrow
LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU will introduce its first signing
class of the Bobby Petrino era tomorrow.
The class stands in stark contrast to
the 2012 signing class, the last under
former coach Willie Taggart. WKU has
received verbal commitments from 31
high school and junior college players,
more than twice as many as last year’s

class of 13 players.
The incoming group has the potential to fill holes at several positions on
the WKU depth chart in the future.
The Toppers are expecting commitments from eight offensive linemen, six
defensive linemen, six defensive backs,
five wide receivers, three linebackers, one tight end, one punter and one
quarterback. The class is made up of 26
high school recruits and five junior college transfers.

Heard expects
improvement
during days off

The group is headlined by six threestar prospects — defensive lineman
Marcus Adams, offensive lineman Connor Popeck, offensive lineman Donald
Rocker, wide receiver Jalen Edwards,
offensive lineman Justin Martinez and
linebacker Isaac Tanner.
The class is the largest in the Sun Belt
Conference and is rated as the best in
the league by Rivals.com.
Athletics Director Todd Stewart said
part of the reason the athletics depart-

ment targeted Petrino when the school
was looking to replace Taggart was
the effect it would have on the Topper
brand — the fact that the coach has
been successful at the highest levels
could convince potential recruits to
give more consideration to WKU.
“He will get access to our program
across the nation where we haven’t had
it before,” Stewart said.
President Gary Ransdell said he hired
Petrino with SEE SIGNING PAGE 10

family affair

TYLER LASHBROOK
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Lady Toppers have had several days
off since their last game, but coach Michelle Clark-Heard and the coaching staff
are ready to get back on the court.
WKU (16-5, 9-3 Sun Belt Conference)
have used the past few days to get some
rest before they begin a tough conference
stretch.
Heard said the focus for the Lady Toppers is being smart during these days off.
“(We’ve) given them some time off, a
couple days off, but also to get better at
the things we need to,” Heard said. “Taking care of some defensive things — issues
— that I feel like we have to correct and
just being able to continue to build on our
confidence.”
Coach Heard says that this time of the
year is when teams want to hit their stride.
“When you get to the end of January,
and February is when you should be playing your best basketball,” Heard said. “And
that’s one of the focuses we’ve tried to do
as a staff.”
The Lady Toppers’ last time out appeared to be a moment when they hit
their stride.
On Jan. 30, WKU recorded its highest
scoring output of the season in a 98-80
home win over Troy.
The Lady Toppers shot 60 percent from
SEE HEARD PAGE 10

Crook's return
could change
WKU's fortunes
LUCAS AUBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Senior point guard Jamal Crook’s return
to the court in WKU’s win over Troy Thursday makes the Toppers a more dangerous
team than they’ve been since December.
Crook, who averages 13.3 points and a
team-leading 4.7 assists per game, was
sidelined after a win over IUPUI on Dec.
8 with a broken bone in his right foot. He
was on the WKU bench for 54 days before
hitting the court for the first time since the
injury against the Trojans.
While his shot may have looked a little
rusty — Crook went 0-of-7 from the field
and was held to no points — he made up
for it with his control over the offense. He
had a team-leading six assists and helped
WKU record more assists than turnovers
for the first time in nine games.
Coach Ray Harper said the impact Crook
has on the team goes beyond the stat
sheet, though. He said the point guard
brings energy and leadership to the WKU
(12-11, 6-6 Sun Belt Conference).
“He’s that leader — the guy that can
rally the troops when things are not going
well,” Harper said after the win over Troy.
“I thought that was one of the things he
was doing better than most point guards
that I’ve coached in my career up until the
injury.”
SEE RETURN PAGE 10

Sophomore forward George Fant fights for a rebound over Troy’s senior guard Emil Jones during their game Thursday
night at Diddle Arena. BRITTANY SOWACKE/HERALD

Fant works to carry on legacy
of McDaniels and '71 Toppers
BRAD STEPHENS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

George Fant doesn’t have to look far for a basketball role model — he needs only to glance to
the rafters of Diddle Arena.
In the top corner of the arena, behind the
stadium’s upper deck, stands a poster of Jim
McDaniels. In the poster, the 7-footer is driving
to the basket, poised to score two of the 2,238
points he tallied in his WKU career.
Dangling from the ceiling is a banner reading
“Jim McDaniels, 44, 1969-70-71,” signifying the
retired jersey of the Toppers’ all-time leading
scorer.
When McDaniels’ and four other players’ jerseys were retired during the 1999-2000 season,
it was assumed no one at WKU would wear No.
44 again.
But 11 years later came along a player named
George Fant who had a similar background to
McDaniels — a star high school forward from
the Bowling Green area whose goal was to play
at WKU.
The fact that the two were cousins inspired
McDaniels to pass on his legendary No. 44 jersey.
McDaniels sat down with Fant when the latter
was a prep star at Warren Central High School
and had a conversation about the possibility of
sharing not only family ties, but also the No. 44
at WKU.
“I told him in high school if you do go to Western, and I hope you will, I hope you wear No.
44,” McDaniels said.

“(Fant) said, ‘That’s retired. That’s your number.’
“I said, ‘Yeah it is, but it’s your family and I’d
be proud if you wore that if you decided to go
to Western.’”
Fant, who wore No. 4 while at WCHS, complied with his cousin’s request when he came
to WKU.
Now Fant, the Toppers’ starting power forward, wears the same number as McDaniels —
a cousin he didn’t know until he was a teenager.
The 6-foot-6, 240-pound big man had an immediate impact during his freshman season.
Fant was second on the team last year in points
per game (10.4), and rebounds per game (6.1).
He saved his best for last, earning Sun Belt
Conference Tournament “Most Outstanding
Player” honors during WKU’s four-game march
to the title.
Fant’s performance in taking over the Sun
Belt Tournament validated much of the hype
that came with his signing to WKU. It was also
a clutch moment performance reminiscent of
his cousin, McDaniels.
Fant accepts the comparisons but also wants
to make a name for himself outside of his cousin’s shadow.
“I’m not Jim McDaniels,” Fant said. “I want to
follow in his footprints, but I’m my own player.”
High school superstar
Jim McDaniels and George Fant didn’t meet
until after the latter had moved from Cincinnati
to Bowling Green before
SEE FANT PAGE 9

